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Final Report 

on the FORCE Programme 

for the Development of Continuing Vocational Training 

in the European Community 

INTRODUCTION 

The interim report prepared by the Commission (document COM(94)418 final of 13 October 
1994) set out the development of the FORCE Programme from I January 1991 to 31 December 
1993. 

This final report, while summansmg the overall implementation of the FORCE Programme 
between 1 January 1991 and 31 December 1994, focuses more specifically on the issues related to 
outcomes: evaluation, exploitation, monitoring and dissemination of the results, and the conclusions 
to be drawn for the development of Community policy in the field of continuing vocational training. 

1. COUNCIL DECISION AND CONTEXT 

1.1. FORCE was launched on I January 1991. for a period of four years. on the basis of Council 
Decision 90/267/EEC establishing an action programme for the development of continuing 
vocational training in the European Community. 

1.2. FORCE evolved as part of the growing consensus throughout the Community on the importance of 
continuing vocational training as a decisive. factor in .the economic and social strategies of the 
Member States, expressed in particular through the Council Resolution of 5 June 1989 on 
continuing vocational training, in which it requested the Commission to lay before it as soon as 
possible an action programme on continuing vocational training. 

1.3. In line withthese developments, the Commission proposal COM(89) 567 final of X December 1989 
was submitted to the Council, the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee; 
on this basis, FORCE was adopted on 29 May 1990 (Decision 90/267/EEC) with the aim of 
supporting and complementing the policies and activities developed by and in the Member States in 
the area of continuing vocational training. 

2. OBJECTIVES AND CONTENT OF FORCE 

2.1. The objectives of the FORCE Progranune, as stated in Article 2 of the Decision, were as follows: 

a) to encourage a greater and more effective investment effort in continuing vocational training and 
an improved return from it, in particular by developing partnerships designed to encourage 
greater awareness on the part of the public authorities, undertakings - in particular small and 
medium-sized undertakings - both sides of industry and individual workers, of the benefits 
accruing from investment in continuing vocational training; 

b) to encourage continuing vocational training measures by, for example, demonstrating and 
disseminating examples of good practice in continuing vocational training to those economic 
sectors or regions of the Community where access to, or investment in, such training is 
currently inadequate; 



c) to encourage innovations in the mariagement of continuing vocational training, methodology and 
equipment; 

d) to take better accmrnt of the consequcnccs of th~· complction of thc intcrnal markct, in particular 
by supporting transnational and transfronticr continui~1g vocatiomil training prcijccts and tlw 
cxchangc of informatioi1 and cxpcri0ncc; -

c) to contributc to greater effcctiveness of continuing vocational training mechanisms and their 
capacity to respond to changes in thc European labour market by promoting mcasures at ali 
levels, in particular to monitor and analysc thc devclopment of coritinuing vocational training_ 
and idcntify hettcr ways of f(>rccasting rcquircments in terms of qualifications and occupations. 

2.2. FORCE was made u1; of two sets of rm:asurcs, sct out in Articlc ~ of thc Dccision: 

firstly, a 'common framework of guidelines' aiming at thc promotion of common targets 
between the Member States, particularly as fltr as incentivcs to invest in continuing vocational 
training and wider access to it were concerned (Art. 5 of the FORCE Decision);.Art. II of the 
FORCE Decision required the Member States to report to tlie Commission on the steps taken 
to_ implement the common framework of guidelines, including information on current 
arrangements to promote and finance continuing vocational training. 

secondly, the transnational measures backing up the Member State initiatives (Art. 6 and the 
Annex to the Decision). 

3. INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURES 

~.I. The Commission was assisted in the implemcntation of thc Programme by an Advisory Committee 
(after I July llJ92, on the basis of the Council Dccision of I (J March 1992, a Single Advisory
Committee tor EUROTECNET and FORCE) made up of two rcprcscntativcs from each Member 
State, usually from the Ministries of Labour and Education, and twelve observers from both sidcs 
of industry at European level (UNICE/CEEP and ETUC). This composition helped to ensure 
effective interplay between Community action and Mcmber State policies and practice, and the 
Conunittee played an active role in advtsing the Commission on the operational guidelines 
goveming FORCE, the allocation of budgetary resources and the overall balance between different 
measures. 

3.2. To ensure effective implementation of FORCE at national level, the Commission assigned to the 
FORCE Committee members the task of setting l!P National Coordination Units in each Member 
State. These Units carried out \'Jidespread information and advisory activities on the programme: 
publicizing calls for proposals, working closely with promoters on the presentation and 
management -of projects, monitoring the projects throughout their implementation, and 
disseminating the results of the programme at national level; in addition, they played a key role in 
the implementation of the surveys/analyses strand of FORCE, particularly as far as contacts with 
the social partners and evaluation of the findings at national level wcre concerned. They met 
regularly at the invitation of the Commission to c~)(>nlinatc their activities at Conimunity levcl. 

3.3. Most Membcr Statcs also sd up National Committees composed of the national repn.:sentatiws of 
the FORCE Committce, rcprcsentatives of other administrations, both sides of industry, and 
usually the National Coordination ,Unit._ Their rule varied from country to country but involved 
essentially bringing together the principal institutional actors in continuing vocational training for 
the approval or validation of FORCE activities and dissemination of their results. This implied a 
two-way infonnation flow between the Conm1ission and the Member States and a fomm for the 
coordination of Community and national priorities. 
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3.4. The FORCE Technical Assistance Office, numbering I X-20 persons, provided technical assistance 
to the Commission at European level, carrying out a wide range of project-based tasks and specific 
expert and technical activities. 

4. TRANSNATIONAL MEASURES 

4. I. At the core of the transnational measures is the principle of the transfer of knowledge, innovation, 
experience and know-how throughout the Comnu,nity, on the hasis of active partnerships hctwccn 
companies, the social partners and research and training institutes. FORCE provided the first 
testing ground for a collaborative approach to the development of Community continuing training 
policy and practice. 

4.2. The transnational measures described in Article 6 and in the Annex to the FORCE Decision 
comprised Action I - Support for innovation in continuing vocational training and Action II -
Analysis, monitoring, assessment and forecasting. 

4.3. In practice these activities were grouped into 'direct' and 'research' projects. After consultation of 
the FORCE Committee, two types of procedure were adopted to develop these two distinct strands 
of the Programme, and set out in the FORCE VADEMECUM. Briefly, the Type I procedure, 
referring to the 'direct' projects, involved publication of an open call for proposals in the Official 
Journal, and a three-fold selection process before consultation of the Advisory Committee and final 
decision by the Commission. The Type 2 procedure for the 'research' pn~jccts operated according 
to a restricted choice: the members of the Advisory Committee indicated expert organisations to 
carry out the work and were consulted on approach, content and methodology; findings were 
submitted to the FORCE National Coordination Units and the Advisory Committee for evaluation 
at national and European levels respectively. 

4.4. "Direct" projects 

4.4.1. So called because application was made directly to the Commission following a call for proposals 
published in the Official Journal (sec OJ Nos C Ill of 26.04.91, C I of 04.01.92 and C 92 of 
02.04.93), the direct projects covered: 

I) pilot projects focused on the development and dissemination of innovative training 
management, techniques and materials; 

2) qualification projects centred .on the analysis of enterprise skill and training needs: 

3) exchanges between human resource managers, trainers, workers' representatives. unions and 
employers' associations, designed to promote th~.: rapid dissemination of innovation in 
continuing vocational training. 

4.4.2. Three calls for proposals were announced during the life of FORCE, resulting in the selection of 
720 projects (out of a total of some 2400 submitted). Priorities were adjusted from call to call, 
but consistently addressed the quality of projects assessed from the point of view of their potential 
contribution to investment in continuing vocational training by companies and access to it for all 
groups of workers; the direct involvement of companies in priority, particularly SM Es, ·and of the 
social partners; the design, development and implementation of training· plans as part of 
companies' business strategy; the significance of the transnational partnerships. 

4.4.3. The third and last call in 1993, it should he r~.:callcd, comprised two strands with a specific focus 
of particular significance for the development of continuing vocational training within the 
Community: Strand I centred on the development of training and qualification in companies as a 
response to the challenge of industrial .changes and the dissemination and transfer of innovative 
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solutions in the Member States~ Strand II linked the 'direct' prqjccts with the action-oriented 
research carried out under FORCE by f(Jcusing on the testing, dissemination and development of 
the results of the sectoral surveys of continuing vocational training plans (on the retail trade, 

·agro-food and car repair sectors) and of the analysis of contractual. policy on continuing 
vocational training. This was an initiative with a high potential for multiplier effects. The results· 
are examined below. 

4.4.4. The 720 projects selected under the three calls created a highly significant transnational network 
of companies, social 1'>artncrs and training institutes (and, afkr 1993, public authorities) for the 
transfer of expertise and innovation in continuing vocational training. The network comprises 
over 7000 members of which 50%, arc companies, in large part SMEs or groupings of SJ\1Es, and 
some 15% represent the social partners. (Direct company and social· partner involvement in fact 
increased from call to call.). The key figures on the FORCE Network arc presented in Annex I to 
this report. 

4.4.5. Overall distribution of FORCE pr<~jccts according to thc country of origin of the contractor was 
as follows: 

Cmml ry N° prolccls Amounl allocalcd (ECU) 

8 5X 5Jl(o1,000 
D 75 (o,M0,500 
DK 11 2, 770,000 

~ X2 (o,W2Jo00 
F 90 6,4XO,l75 
GR 70 5,428,500 
I 77 6,777,000 
'IRL 4X 1,536,000 
L 12 I ,026,500 
NL 34 2, 730,000 
p 41 1,421,475 
UK X9 7,143,400 

709 57,X I 9,350 

4.5. "Research" prqjects 

4.5.1. The transnational 'rescarch' prt~jeets comprise thc FORCE Scctoral Surveys of continuing 
vocational training plans, the Analysis of contracti.ml policy on continuing vocational training, the 
Statistical Survey of company continuing vocational training, the Rcpordng System - access. 
quality and volume of continuing vocational training in Europe ~ and the European Continuing 
Training Report. Together these activities provide a concentration of data on national systems 
and practices and a substantial fund of information for both sides of industry, companies and 
policy-makers at all levels. 

4.5.2. A number of innovations in respect of methodology and dissemination of results were introduced 
into the sectoral surveys, whose aims and procedures were described in the Interim Report on the 
FORCE_Programme: 

- following the intcnnediate external evaluation, the methodological tools (overall examination 
of the sector, case-study analysis) developed for the first three surveys (retail trade, agro-food 
and car repair) were reinforced and simplified, then tested in the course of the fourth European 
survey on the road transport sector~ thc n:sults confirmed the aptness of the approach and the 
transferability of the methodology~ 

- the proposal to link the ··esults or the surveys to .the calls ror proposals in respect of the 
"direct" projects was tested out in ll)lJ:j with the launch or a spcci fie call ror proposals tied in 
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with the results of the first three sectoral surveys; the final external evaluation shows that the 
'specific call' approach is not conclusive and that the real added value of the surveys lies in a 
stmcturcd European debate with the parties concerned (enterprises, public authorities. social 
partners). as p;ut or a systc"matic process or monitoring. evaluation and dissemination of the 
work (including pilot projects and cxchange programmes) initiated by the Commission in liaison 
with the Member States and the sector's m;~jor players; 

- two further experiments in 1993-94 focused on carrying out sectoral analyses through the 
networking of "direct" projects accepted in the wake of the call for proposals in the motor 
vehicle constmction and tourism sectors; the main benefit from this approach is not so much the 
identification ·of innovative, meaningful practices as the setting up of a common reference 
framework for transnational cooperation between the various parties directly involved (e.g. 
persons rcsponsiblc f(>r in-house training). 

4.5.3. The analysis of wntractual policy gave rise to consideration or the mechanisms for 
disseminating "good practices" and· the devdopment of mdhodological tools relating to 
transferability; one outcome has been the setting up, on the initiative of the social partners and in 
the context of the Social Dialogue, of the support mechanism. 

4.5.4. The Synoptic Report on continuing vocational training access, quality and volume in Europe, the 
Community Statistical Survey on continuing vocational training in companies and the European 
Report on the current situation and future perspectives for continuing training in Europe are 
three essential and complementary instmmcnts for pursuing the aims of Article 127 EC, namely 
to "develop exchanges of information and experience on issues common to the training systems of 
the Member States". The convergent perspectives emerging from these activities may be 
summarised as follows: 

* Broadening of access to continuing vocational training - It is acknowledged without question 
that wider access to continuing vocational training for the working population first and 
foremost places responsibility on individuals who require such training in order to maintain or 
enhance their employability. Improving access is not so much a matter of granting leave for 
training purposes (a measure which cannot be guaranteed to be effective) as of providing 
individual guidance, ensuring transparency of the training market. devising new ways of 

. acquiring key skills, and developing a frantewurk to promote the individualisation of training. 

This docs not obviate the need ((Jr action on a number of fronts by public authorities and 
companies with a view to building an attractive, transparent and efficient mechanism to 
encourage individual awareness and to provide. clarification of responsibilities as regards 
financing. 

[t has also been found that, in various countries, access to continuing training in companies is 
enhanced through greater participation by categories of employees other than supervisory or 
managerial staff. The growing significance of training at the workplace reflects this 
development, even though various questions relating to validation of the skills thus acquired 
remam open. 

* Decentralisation- At national level, this amounts 'to rcgionalisation, i.e. greater responsibility 
in training matters for the Regions, while at company level (especially the large companies) 
there is a loosening of hierarchical structures. i.e. greater responsibility for training is given to 
the different production units, departments. de. within the company. 

* Financing - Two trends arc <ipparcm. Firstly, there is a discernible move, both within '· 
companies and on the part or the public authorities or certain countries, towards cost control 
(proof of the usefulness of a continuing training course is of growing significance in this 
context) and, secondly, development or mixed financing systems. 

It should be noted that the question of greater cost control is considered in different countries 
not only from the point of view of company financing of continuing training but also in terms 
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of financing or till: trammg activities or individuals on the labour market f(u· whom it is 
deemed necessary to redefine the concepts of financing and the methods of allocating 
resources. 

As for the other "serious" trend, the ~kvdopmcnt of co-financing, it should be pointed out that 
the concept is not in itsdf a new one (there have f(>r some time been systems based on '"time 
invested by one party, money invested by the other") but its formalisation- - and hence· 
clarification or "who pays what?" - represents a strategic challenge for the countries 
concerned. 

* Quality assurance - There is a risk of the debate getting bogged down in rhetoric. although 
there is a real need to devdop "Quality Charters" or even suitably standardised approaches to 
continuing training in accordance with national practices. (The ISO 9000 standards arc but 
one example). 

A further requirement, no less important, is to clarify or even codify the status of the trainer. 
with particular reference to workers who spend. part of their time training other people 
involved in reintegration or further vocational training courses. 

These perspectives arc in line with the challenges identified and recognised generally for 
continuing training: access, development of skills, raising of the general level of qualifications, 
granting of a minimum qualification to groups at risk and all-round high-quality continuing, 
training, with due regard for efficient achievement of the different objectives. 

5. OUTPUTS. AND DISSEMINATION 

5 .1. It was dLiring the final year of FORCE that the m;~jority of the findings and products of the 'direct' 
projects and of the research strand started to become available and that attention tu rncd in priority 
to capitalising on these findings and products: to their evaluation and validation. to the most 
effective ml:ans of" dissemination and, whl:rc appropriate. commercialisation._ and to their 
significance for the future development of Community vocati~nal training policy. 

5.2. 'Transnational Product' label 

5.2.1. FORCE pilot and qualification pr~ject promoters were contractually obliged to develop a tangible 
'product' such as a manual, software, interactive computer system or a report, analysis or 
methodology. End 1994 saw the finalisation of some 620 such products developed by the projects 
implemented under the three calls for proposals. It was therefore necessary for the Commission t<,:> 
introduce a procedure for the evaluation of these products in terms of the objectives of the 
FORCE programme. 

5.2.2. This process resulted. in the identification of high-quality products and rccogniti01i of their quality 
through the allocation of a 'label'. It also '.:alkd f(>r a first analysis of the product 
commercialisation plans submitted by promoters and SO Sl:rvcd as a test of the initial strategy 
adopted by the Commission concerning the commercialisation or continuing training products. 

52.3. Evaluation was carried out both internally (by the Commission assisted by the Technical 
Assistance Officl:) and externally by independent continuing vocational training c:xpcrts 
nominated by the members of the FORCE/EUROTECNET Committee. For products resulting 
from Strand II of the 1993 call, which was based on the results of the sectoral surveys and 
analyses of contractual policy, the Commissif1n also consulted experts in the areas concerned. 

5.2.4. Th~ core of the exercise was the adoption by the Commission, after cons-ultation of the 
independent experts, of the relevant criteria for evaluation. It was agreed that there were two 

· overall priorities in terms of FORCE objectives; a) quality and innovativcness and b) interest for 
transfer and dissemination. The final evaluation, while involving overall analysis of project 
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management and project characteristics ·in terms of thematic area and target groups. li.Jcuscd more 
specifically on the nature and quality of the project outcome or product. the effectiveness of the 
planned methods of transfer and dissemination and the relevance of the commercialisation plan 
where submitted. 

5 .2.5. Overall positive assessment in terms of quality/innovativcncss and dissemination/transfer was the 
basis of the decision on whether the product should be allocated the 'Transnational product' 
label. The Commission also placed particular importance on two technical criteria, i .c. the 
number of languages in which the product existed and its accessibility in terms of technical 
standards and user-friendliness. 

5 .2.6. Following the internal and external evaluations, the members of the fanner 
FORCE/EUROTECNET Committee were consulted before a final decision list was drawn up, 
resulting in the allocation of the 'Transnational product' label to some 56%, of the products 

·eligible for consideration. 

5.3. Publication 

5.3.1. An essential first step towards the effective Europe-wide dissemination of FORCE results has 
been the systematic publication of information on the programm~'s outputs. 

5.3.2. As far as the 'direct' projects arc concerned. the FORCE PRODUCT CATALOGUE provides a 
precise and accessible guide to the results: there is an entry f'<lr each project describing the 
product objectives. content, target grmlps and potential users. equipment necessary fi.1r usc. 
languages and availability. 

5.3.3. The findings of the surveys and analyses strand of FORCE were systematically evaluated at 
national and European level by ·the relevant authorities and subsequently published and 
distributed. The FORCE DIRECTORY OF RESEARCH ON CONTINUING VOCATIONAL 
TRAINING IN EUROPE summarizes the content of the surveys and analyses carried out, notes 
the rapporteurs and central research teams involved in each case, and indicates where these works 
can be acquired. The Directory also reports on the fin.dings of the European thematic and sectoral 
conferences organised by the Commission, usually in association with the National Coordination 
Units. 

5.3.4. The Data ofthc Continuing Vocational Training Survey arc available at EUROSTAT and will be 
presented in the relevant EUROST AT publications collection. 

5.3.5. A list of FORCE publications is presented in Annex II to this report. 

5 .4. Dissemination and commercialisation 

5.4.1. The promoters of FORCE pilot and qualification projects were contractually obliged to provide 
for dissemination measures; in general these included existing networks (professional or sectoral 
federations or associations, chambers of commerce, regional consortia ... ), thematic or sectoral 
seminars, conferences and meetings, integration into course syllabuses, publication of information 
in the general press or professional journals. 

5.4.2. Conunercialisation was however optional though dependent on the authorisation of the 
Conunission; this raised the question of the appropriate conditions for commercialisation, 
conditions which would ensure that only quality projects received a 'seal of approval' from the 
Commission and which would take account both of the interest of the Community in exploiting 
the results and of the legitimate commercial rights of the individual promoter. 
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5.4.3. Consequently a pilot experiment was launclllxl unuer FORCI~ to test the appropriate terms for 
commercialisation; this involved the preparation of a supplementary contract to -the original 
contract signed by the promoter, .inspired by the provisions of Council Decision lJ4/762/EC 
concerning the rules fi.>r the dissemination.of the n.:seareh results from the specific programmes of 
research, technological development and demonstration of the Eu ropl:an Community. 

5.4 .4. Under this suppkmentary contract thl: Commission waivt.:d all rights to remunt.:ration and. 
dependent on S<ltisf<lctory evaluation of the product· (set.: paragraph 5.2 above). gave its 
authorisation for comn1crGialisation in return for 

- submission of a satisfactory commercialisation plan agreed by all project partners, ' 
- availability of the product to all partners; and to thinJ parties on appropriate terms, 
- allocation to the Commission of information and demonstration rights in the product. 

5.4.5. About one-third of promoters submitted commercialisation plans of which the majority were 
approved. The Commission reserved the right to ask for a progress report after one year so as to 
test the results of this strategy and learn more about the practical issues confronting promo!ers in 
this area. 

5.4.6. This exercise could provide input to thinking -on the prl:paration of a Community lnstntmcnt 
which would constitute a coherent and coordinated framework for the dissemination and . -

, cxploit.:1.tion of training products as the basis of an dfective response to the Europe-wide need for 
vocational training and qualification. This Instrument would define 

l) the interests of the Community, and in particdz.r 

respond to the objectives of Community vocatioual training policy as set out in Article 127 
ofthe Treaty on European Union, 

- contribute to the strengthening of the competitiveness of European industry, 
promote economic and social cohesion, · 
respond to the needs of other Community policies~ 

2) the legaL commercial and industrial rights of individual promoters. 

5.5. Dissemination at national level 

5.5. I. FORCE National Coordination Units had a special responsibility for the dissemination of 
products at national level and were ash:d hy the Commission to prepare national dissemination 
plans including information on 

- national networks, existing or to be set up, for the disscm~nation oftraining products~ 
- analysis of the procedures and methods of dissemination and commercialisation of products 

prepared by each project; 
- priority projects (which could be the basis of LEONARDO multiplier-effect projects); 
- dissemination events, e.g. thematic or sectoral seminars, product fairs, organised at national 

level. 

5.5 .2. Most Units had good relationships with the existing regional, sectoral and professional networks 
operating in the continuil1g traini11g tidd in their countries and had set up more or less close-knit 
networks of FORCE promoters; a number had prepared national data bases, catalogues of 
products and newsletters; knowledge of and contads with project promoters were generally good. 
However. it did emerge from this exercise that for the future reinforced cooperation between 
pr~jccts and National Coordination Units is neCl'Ssary in this arl:<t: it is important for promoters 
to plan their dissl:mination and commercialisation activities in operational and financial terms 
from the outset of the project and for them to be able lo consult the Coordination Units· on the 
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possibilities available and the obligations incurred in this tidd~ Units should be encouraged by th~.: 

Commission to take a more proactive line in promoting product dissemination. 

5 .6. Impact Conferences 

5.6.1. The FORCE Impact Conferences, organised at the request of the Commission by the National 
Coordination Unit in each Member State, represented an opportunity to assess the outcomes of 
FORCE at national levd and their significance for future Community vocational training policy. 

:'i.r1.2. The Impact Conh:rcnccs brought together the principal actors in the continuing vocational 
training area in cach M~.:mb~.:r State. Organis~.:d around one theme of particular significance fi.1r 
the country concerned, oll~.:n relating to industrial change in the national context. all Conft:rcnces 
examined both the achicvem~.:nts of FORCE amllh~.: transition to future programmes. f{Jcusing on: 

- presentation of the practical results and products of projects and research. including 
organisation of a products fair; 

-discussion of the programme's added value as a Community programme; 
- analysis of its impact at national, sectoral, regional and enterprise level; to what extent had 

FORCE met the needs of companies, the national authorities, the social partners? 
- analysis of transnational cooperation in the framework of FORCE, particularly as far as the 

composition, development and functioning oftransnational partnerships was concerned; 
- examination of the questions of dissemination and commercialisation; 
-promotion of new partnerships and networks in the context of LEONARDO and ADAPT. 

5.6.3. The reports on the individual Impact Conferences arc available. They indicate a wide range of
largely positive - experience of FORCE inipact on continuing vocational training at different 
levels. Analysis of the extent of this impact. its importanc~.: for different countries. and th~.: lcvds 
on which it can b~.: pcrceivcd, is a matter fi>r th~.: ~.:xternal evaluation of the programme (sec 
Chapter 9 below). llowev~.:r, it should be stated that nearly all natiohal r~.:prescntativcs of the 
programme noted its impact on continuing vocational training policy, mechanisms and 
infrastructure in their Member States. 

6. CONTINUING VOCATIONAL TRAINING IN ENTERPRISES: FACTS AND FIGURES 

6.1. Training provided by enterprises is one of the many ways in which learning experiences can be 
pursued throughout one's lifetime. The survey on Continuing Vocational Training (hereinafter 
referred to as CVT) carried out by enterprises employing I 0 or more persons has recently been 
completed by EUROSTA T. This survey covers the year 1993 and consequently provides a 
snapshot of the situation at the time. It addresses only the then 12 Member States. 

6.2. Nearly 60'Y., of enterprises provided CVT in 1993 ...... . 

Within the European Union (ElJR 12), nearly (JO'X, of enterprises with 10 or more employees . 
carried out various f(>rms of C VT in I 993. 

'X, of enterprises (I 0 I ) providing ( 'VT 

B DK D GR E F IRL I L NL p UK EUR 

46 87 85 16 27 6-t 77 15 60 56 13 81 58 

6.3 ........... through different forms of CVT 
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In those enterprises which provided CVT in I 993, ()7'% did so through external courses, and 40'Y., 
through internal courses. CVT in the work situation was provided by ()6'% of enterprises. and 
conferences by 59'Y. •. Finally, CVT occurred through job rotation in 24'% and through self-learning 
in 22%, of enterprises providing CVT. These forms of training arc not mutually exclusive: some 
enterprises could be involved in all forms ofCVT. 

'X. of enterprises (I 0 +) providing CVT 

External Internal CVT in the 
( 'onlcrences .lob rota\.ion Self-learning 

courses courses work situation 

(,7 40 (,(, )') 24 22 

6.4. CVT Opportunities varied with the enterprise size ..... 

On average, opportunities of participating in a CVT course seem to be higher in large' enterprises 
than in small. In the total EUR 12, in enterprises employing .up to I 00, .employees have less than 
half the chance of attending CVT courses by comparison with enterprises employing 500 or more 
in 1993. Employees of enterprises cmployitig up to 50 have less than a one in six chance of 
attending a CVT course while those in enterprises employing 500 and over have better than a one 
in three chance of attending CVT courses. 

participation in CVT courses in% of total employment 

All 
I 0-49 50-99 · I 00-24'1 250-4'J'J 500-'J'J'J I 000 + enterprises 

n IX 21 11 14 41 2X 
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6.5 ........ in nearly all the Member Stutes 

participation in CVT courses in 'X, of total employment 

Size of 10-49 50 - 59" I 00 - 249 250- 499 500-999 1000 + 
enterprise employees employees e.mployees employees employees employees 

EUR 12 13 IH 23 Jl 34 43 
: 

Belgium 14 15 I c, lO 46 42 
Denmark 17 12 17 14 :n 28 
Germany 17 16 J(, 22 22 14 

·Greece 4 12 17 I'J 24 IR 
·Spain 7 I) 15 26 11 45 
. France II 24 11 41 45 54 
Ireland 24 12 46 59 47 59 
Haly 2 5 ') 15 21 11 
Luxembourg 14 17 21 10 14 w 

; Netherlands 11 l'J 24 10 30 38 
Portugat 5 6· II 12 23 32 
UK ~ 20 2X 16 . 41 48 52 

6.6 .. The average participation rate in CVT courses was 28 o;.,, with major differences between 
Member States. 

Having combined the different approaches to CVT in different Member States, one observes that in 
1993, employees of enterprises whicli provided CVT accounted for between 39% (Portugal) and 
96% (Germany) of all employees. High levels of employL'<..:S working for enterprises providing 
training arc in Germany, Denmark, the UK, France, Ireland, Luxembourg and the Netherlands, 
each of which has XO% and upwards of employees working for such companies. At the other end of 
the scale, enterprises providing training accounted for between 39'Yo and 67% of employees in 
Portugal, Italy, Greece, Spain and Belgium. 

The percentage of employees of enterprises which provide CVT and who attended CVT courses 
ranges from 49% (Ireland) to 24% (Greece). Most EUR 12 Member States have participation 
above 32%, while 4 stand at 41% or higher (Ireland- 49%, France- 42%, Belgium- 41%, UK-
41%). 

The probability of working for an enterprise which provided CVT in 1993 ranged from almost 
I 00% in Germany, Denmark and the United Kingdom to above 50% for virtually all the other EUR 
12 Member States. The probability of being an er,;ploycc of a CVT provider and of participating in 
a CVT course in 19lJ3 ranged from 24% to 4lJ%. 
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Employees of CVT Employees who Employees who 
providers as 'y., of participated in CVT participated in CVT 
employees of all courses as 'Yr. of courses its 'X. of 

enterprises employees of CVT employees of all 
p_roviders enterprises 

EUR 12 82 35 28 

Belgium 67 41 25 
Denmark 93 37 34 
Germany 96 25 .24 
Greece 54 24 13 
Spain 57 36 20 
France 87 42 36 
Ireland 87 49 43 
Italy 53 27 14 
Luxembourg 80 30 24 
Netherlands 82 32 26 
Portugal 39 35 13 
UK 93 41 39 

7. LINKING CONTINUING VOCATIONAL TRAINING TO COMMUNITY POLICIES 

7 .1. CVT AND INDUSTRIAL CHANGE 

7.1.1. Against the background of the new Treaty on European Union, in particular Art. 127 ,EC, and the 
White Paper on Growth, Competitiveness and Employment, the FORCE programme aimed at 
addressing one of their main objectives: the adaptation ofthe workforce to industrial change. 

7.1.2. In 1993, a special call for proposals was organised in the framework of the programme. Here, 
industrial change was defined as the ongoing process of change in all aspects of economic 
activity, brought about by developments in technology, production systems, work organisation 
and market and information strategies. Promoters were invited to submit i1movative and 
transnational project proposals focusing on: 

* SME training needs; 

* the anticipation of companies' medium-tenn qualification needs and the response to these 
needs in terms of innovative training and qualification products, methods and content; 

* the design, development and implementation of training plans which are part of companies' 
development strategies; 

* access to continuing vocational training by low-skilled or unqualified workers. 

7. I .3. In addition to the funding of the projects selected in the above call, the debate on indust~ial 

change concentrated on three perspectives: 

* the institutional perspective: In the framework ofthe Single Advisory Committee for FORCE 
and EUROTECNET, a working group was sd up to prepare a report containing a short 
analysis of the main focus. of industrial change projects in each Member State and a brief 
description of national strategies in the context of industrial change. Social Partner 
contributions on this issue complement Member State views. A European overview aims to 
provide a synopsis and to draw some conclusions for future activity. 

* the perspective of project promoters: discussions took place with project promoters on 
continuing vocational training projects dealing with industrial change. This debate resulted in 
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the definition of six main thematic fields of activity which are of particular importance iri 
facing up to industrial change: 

- Provision of key competencies or multiskilling and the development of self-learning
competence. Developtm:nt of training-on-the-job methods to ensure that the delivery of 
training meets companies' needs. 

Analysis of economic development and labour market trends in order to anticipate 
qualification needs at regional or enterprise level or to define new job profiles. 

- Training for unqualified or low-skilled workers, including those directly threatened by 
unemployment, to improve their job stability or to prepare them for new occupations. 
Especially companies or branches with a high rate of unqualified workers arc developing 
specific measures in this field.~'" 

- Training plans for an enterprise workforce as a whole or for the management level in the 
frame of a Human Resource Development strategy. 

- Design of training to meet the specific needs and problems of SMEs, with an emphasis on 
co-operation between suppliers and customers and with common continuing training 
strategies. 

- Intensive transfer of know-how in single project networks and dissemination of results and 
products on a regional, sectoral and transsectorallevel. 

* the perspective towards structural policy: Building on experience with the reinforcement of 
FORCE in the EUROFORM initiative (cf. Interim Report COM(94) 418 final), FORCE 
aimed at stimulating a complementary approach towards training and industrial change. This 
tie-in with structural policy was important to ensure a coherent strategy towards adaptation to 
industrial change and contributed to the successful implementation of the new Objective 4 of 
the European Social Fund and the Community Initiative ADAPT. · 

7.1.4. There are a number of conclusions which can be drawn from the FORCE debates .on vocational 
training and industrial change; the following themes in particular merit future analysis and 
development, in order to transfer innovation into mainstream policy: 

* training plans and the ongoing improvement of skills and qualification m the process of 
industrial change; 

• tbe development and provision of key competencies and their incorporation into vocational 
training and qualifications (the EUROTECNET programme has produced an important 
publication on this iss~ which complcllK.'tlts the work on industrial change): 

• !ftc quality of vOcational training supply will be an issue of particular importance for the 
fttwre; 

• tmtning and retraining of unqualified workers, those who arc first victims of industrial change, 
must remain on the agenda and new ways of providing training have to be devised; 

* systematic skill needs analysis and i1movative training measures must be transferred into 
mainstream policies and programmes if they are to have a real impact; there is a need for 
effective linkage with stmctural policy: 

* training in the context of industrial change requires the setting up of national systems of , 
vocational qualification to improve the internal and external flexibility of workers and 
employees. 
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The FORCE programme permitted a strategic view of these issues and so contributed to the 
development of~ overall Community approach on continuing vocational training in the context 
of industrial change. 

7.2. CVT AND lNDUSTRlAL COMPE1TI1VENESS OF THE ALJI'OMOTIVE iNDUSTRY 

7 .2.1. In its Communication on the automobile industry of February 1994 (COM(94) 49 final), the European 
Commission announced that a transnational network including automotive companies would· be 
established in the field of vocational training. l11c aims of this network would be to encourage co
operation in the industry and to ensure a high level of participation of the automobile industry in the 
training programmes ofthc European Community. First efforts to create this network were undertaken 
within the framework of the FORCE programme. Starting in September 1994, a prqject \vas set up 
with two main objectives: On the one hand it aimed to ensure a wider and more effective dissemination 
and transfer <;Jf existing work in the automobile industry supported by the European Commission. On 
the other hand, its aim was to prepare new transnational projects with the participation of companies. 
The project was completed in the summer of 1995 and a final report presented in September 1995. 

7.2.2. The network explored three thematic clusters into which most of the training activity can be gathered. 
Training for new work structures is concerned with the new qualifications needed to work in team 
organisations, both in production and in product development. Training fm· co-makership is 
concerned with the transfer of knowledge between car manuf:'lcturcrs· and suppliers: training it~ relation 
to quality management, new logistics and simultaneous engineering. The third cluster refers to the 
development of training methods and training material, which are suitable for training while wodong. 
This is becoming increasingly necessary as training is now e"-1:cnded to much larger numbers of 
employees than in the past 

7.2.3. The t\vo main recommendations flowing from the network are: 

. * A substantial number of transnational training projects aimed at helping industry in its efforts 
to cope with the completion of the Internal Market in the automobile industry and its 
supplying sectors should be supported in the future. There is a clear interest in the industry in 
participating in stich projects and there is widespread agreement that the industry can profit 
from co-operation in this field. 

* A serious effort should be undertaken to support networking between these and other training 
projects· in order to improve the exchange of information and experiences between enterprises. 
and ultimately to promote and develop future initiatives in response to jointly identified needs 
in the industry. 

7.2.4. Building on the existing experience. the most impmt·mt !'layers in the European automotive industry-
· both manufacturers and suppliers under the lead of th~.:ir European federations ACEA and CLEPA -

set up enhanced networks in the Leonardo da Vinci programme. l11c Commission, in its recent 
Communication on the European automobile industry (COM(96)·327 final), has already welcomed this 
work leading to common training approaches of the European industry. 

7.3. SURVEY OF CVT IN Tl IE ROAD TRANSPORT SECTOR 

7.3.1. The final sectoral survey carried out under FORCE analyses in depth the forces of change 
affecting CVT in a sector for which the Community has a special responsibility, the training 
needs of this sector and examples of best practice. It sets out to examine \vhat strategies arc being 
adopted _by companies to cope with, in particular, safety concerns and regulations, quality 
programmes, Europeai1 legislation. tcclmology developments, customer demand and 
environmental concerns. 

7.3.2. The procedure adopted for the implenientation of this survey - the methodology, choice. of 
significant themes for analysis and case-studies - was closely monitored by the social partners of 
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the sector (the European secretariats and members of the national federations of the International 
Road Transport Union and the Committee ofTransport Unions' Workers in the EC). 

7.3.3. The survey reveals a dramatic lack of investment in CVT, whatever the ML:mber Stale or size 
of company concerned. Small companies in particular, for a variety of reasons, suffer from a lack 
of sophisticated or innovative CVT; in larger companies it tends to be more effective because 
such companies arc obliged to design formal training plans to ensure that all employees can 
deliver service to a set standard. 

7.3.4. The need for improvement in utilisation or take-up of training is generally admitted, particularly 
in the following areas: 

"' New Technology Management: employees have to be trained in the operation and management 
of IT, ED I, satellite tracking and logistics systems. 

"' Customer Service: customers have a strong influence on the type and level of CVT undertaken, 
often demanding the adoption of ISO 9000 and quality training programmes. What is more, 
while the core functions of the driver's job still include the transport of goods from place of 
origin to destination, loading and unloading, knowledge of transport goods and the relevant 
rules, increasingly he - or she - has to play the role of ambassador of the company and needs 
training in the area of customer relations. 

"' Safety Standards: drivers need to team to cope with stress, dangerous traffic conditions, 
· advanced vehicle technologies, etc. 

"' Foreign languages: the need for training in foreign languages is expected to grow along with 
the trend towards intemationalisation of road transport. 

7.3.5. The report makes recommendations in four major areas: 

* Overall strategy: the allocation of responsibility for training at a high level in the 
organisation would ensure that training policy fonns an integral part of overall corporate 
strategic development. Procedures for assessment of individual training needs and feedback 
from CVT participants should be formalised as part of this strategy; 

* Development of CVT plans and evaluation: CVT plans should be designed in relation to 
strategic objectives and related goals and existing employee skills matched against the 
targets. As far as the selection of CVT themes and purchase or design of CVT programmes 
are concerned, specific targets should be set in relation to these for the expected results of 
training; such targets could include, for example, reduction in road accidents, reduction in late 
goods deliveries, 100% utilisation of a new computer system, number of drivers reaching a 
certain level of fluency in a chosen language. Training results should be evaluated against the 
goals and targets originally set; 

* Training materials and techniques: innovative materials and training techniques should be 
investigatc.d, for example, simulator driving machines, interactive videos, role play, case 
studies, group discussions; it is important to examine the potential of distance learning 
programmes which allow drivers to learn without significantly disrupting their schedules. This 
should lead to· increased awareness of the capabilities and expertise of external training 
organisations and improved transparency regarding their operations. Important techniques 
would include the creation of innovative partnerships between training entities and small 
companies, and close contacts with .customers so that training content can be continuously 
adapted to their needs; 

* Training cultUJ·e: the corporate culture should be infiltrated with themes from the training 
programmes so that training becomes a continuous process. For example. quality programmes 
are continued with standards being set on a regular basis; training on satisfying customer 
needs will be mo~e efft:ctive if there arc few barriers between the employee and the customer; 
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CVT courses on safety are more meaningful if safety records are subsequently published on a 
regular basis. In addition, reward schemes can be set up after relevant CVT. Building 
relationships with the drivers in particular is important as they spend much of their working 
hours alone and can become isolated from the corporate culture. · 

7.3.6. The findings of the survey were welcomed by the social partners of the sector, who have also 
expressed the wish to ensure the dissemination of the good practice identified in the report. 
Furthermore, a European analysis of the training and qualification needs of both companies 
and workers in the sector and a cost/benefit analysis of training in road transport arc cofinanccd 
under the LEONARDO da VINCI programme. It is to be expected that these activities will help 
decision-ri1akers to put training at the top of the road transport agenda. 

8. FINANCIAL RESOURCES 

8. I. Financial support for FORCE over the tour-year period 1991-1994 amounted to around 
83.4 MECU. While financial resources increased each year, owing in large part to the continued 
support of the European Parliament, they did not keep pace with the demand for projects. 

8.2. Allocation offim1ncial resources to the different activities ofthc Programme arc summarized below 
(round figures): 

MECU 
1991 1992 1993 1994 

Projects \l.5<t> 13.3 17.9(2) 17 _.+<3) 

Sectoral surveys 0.5 1.2 0.6 1.3 
Contractual policy 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.4 
Statistical survey 0.1 0.5 1.5 3.2 
Managing Chart 0.3 0.1 - 0.3 

Art. II reports - 0.2 0.6 0.3 
National Coordination Units 0.\l i. () 2.3 2.3 
Network activities (Conferences, seminars ... ) 0.2 0.5 0.4. 0.8 
Evaluation <4> - - 0.3 -
Technical assistance 1.8 1.8 (5) (6) 

Mini-budget<7> 0.2 0.5 - -
TOTAL 14.0 19.4 24.0 26.0 

<t> Includes specific budget line of I MECU for projects originating in the 5 New Lander. 
<2> Includes 8 MECU allocated to the second year renewal of 1991 and 1992 pilot and qualification projects. 
<3) 9.9 MECU allocated to the renewal of l91J2 projects and 7.5 MECU for projects accepted under Strand II of 

the 1993 call for proposals. · 
!-ll Docs not include the amount spent for the linal external evaluation (0.1 X MECU) which was paid ou 

budget line 83-1021 in 1995. 
<5> 1,080,960 MECU on Technical Assistance "Personnel" budget line (Article All78 of the General. Budget) 

and 868,500 ECU on the "Operations" line (Article A0238). 
<6> 1,{>41,709 MECU on Technical Assistance "Personnel" budget line (Article A01178) and 847,500 ECU on 

the "Operations" line (Article A02380). 
<7> Administrative costs linked to the programme (financed under budget line 88). 
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8.3. Comparison between commitment appropriations and payment appropriations is as follows: 

Commitment appropriations Amounts committed Payment appropriations Amounts paid 

1991 (
8

) I3,846,000 I3,845,289 I 3,846,000 13.768.026 
I 992 (M) I8,920,000 I8.9I8, I95 I 8, 920,000 18. 77:l.648 
I993 (M) . 24,000,000 23,996,220 I 9,200,000 19_1<.19,9')9 
!994 (M) 26,000,000 25.997,556 25,044,000 24.699.492 

9 ----- ----- ----- 4. 707.779 1995 () 
1996 (9) 

----- ----- ----- 583.929 

8.4. The audit work carried out under the FORCE· Programme has been analysed on two :levels; firstly 
in more specific financial terms and secondly with regard to the lessons to be ieamed in connection 
with the operational management of a programme ~uch as FORCE. 

8.4.1. As far as financial transparency is concerm:d, there is a demonstrable need to adopt a number of 
specific measures. in priority: 

- stricter rules for eligibility of expenditure (especially for personnel costs); 

- revised budget fanning part of the agreement on the basis ofthe allocation determined; 

- compilation of an administrative and financial manual to clarify the reporting rules and 
relations with the partners; 

- form of agreement for subcontracted tasks. 

8.4.2. As regards project evaluation practices, it is proposed that the interim evaluation be reinforced. 
It should be of a substantial nature, focusing on four clements: content i1movation, financial 
report and budget for the second phase, transnationality of the partnership and quality of the 
training product; it should involve indepcndei1t experts and be carried out according to a 
procedure whereby inadequate projects can be adapted or halted. As for the final evaluation, it 
should be more output-related, i.e. focused on the evaluation of training products (content 
innovation, educational quality, utilisation of new technologies and multimedia) and the financial 
report; it should incorporate an enhanced procedure for labelling of training products with a view 
to large-scale dissemination. 

8.4.3. As regards project follow-up, three specific activities to assist promoters arc advocated: 

- development by the Commission of a training tool covering the various aspects of management · 
of a transnational training project, with priority given to a module on the contractual and 
financial aspects; 

- training of experts on the Commission's accounting and financial procedures; they could 
operate as a ''resource group" which promot<.:rs could call upon where necessary; 

- broadening of the tasks of the group of external evaluators which assists the Commission in 
evaluating proposals and products; they could visit each project - in accordance with a 
schedule set out by the Commission - in order to take stock of the activities and to advise the 
promoters on questions concerning the Commission's accounting and financial procedures. 

<s> Budget line 83-1023 (Development of Continuing Vocational Training- FORCE Programme). 
<91 Budget line B3-102 I (LEONARDO da VINCI Programme). 
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9. RESULTS OF THE EXTERNAL EVALUATION CIOl 

9.1. This evaluatioi1 has highlighted many of the undoubted strengths of the FORCE Programme. In 
particular: 

Project contractors and partners were overwhelmingly positive about the benefits they enjoyed 
from participating in the programme. 

- New CVT knowledge-was generated through project-based needs analyses, networks and 
surveys and studies. 

- Innovations occurred in the way trainiug was delivered in many pr~jects, in particular through 
a new focus on work-based learning. 

- The transnational dimension of FORCE has been strong both with regard to transnational 
goals and awareness and in ten11S of cooperation between partners. 

- Most projects reported that they achieved their inunediate objectives and dissemination 
activity was among project-partners. 

- The progranune was able to involve large numbers of SMEs, either through intermediary 
bodies or as pilot "test sites"- though less frequently as active partners. 

- The stmcturing of the· Article II and CVT Survey exercise ensured comparability at a 
European level about national CVT policy and enterprise CVT practice. 

- FORCE was perceived to have reinforced and supported Member State CVT policies and to 
have been one of the most important sources of experience and inspiration for a number of 
successor European programmes including LEONARDO and ADAPT. 

9 .2. The FORCE Prograrrime was inevitably less successful in achieving some of its objectives and its 
potential results were not always fhlly realised. In particular: 

- Knowledge from FORCE surveys and studies was not widely taken up by FORCE partners. 

- There is a lack of evidence so far of uptake of training outputs and products by intended 
beneficiaries- though this may be partly a problem of timescale. 

- There was an under-representation of beneficiaries with labour market disadvantage- i.e. the 
less skilled, women, etc., though it has been argued (see Interim Evaluation Report) that this is 
difficult to achieve within a mainstream enterprise-based progranune. 

- Conunercial exploitation of CVT products and services has not been common, although 
instances can be identified. FORCE experience tends to confim1 that the European training 
market is not yet well developed. 

- Third Call priorities were less influential than might have been expected: Sectoral actors were 
already involved in FORCE prior t() the Third Call for projects: and industrial change \vas 
very broadly interpreted. · 

9.3. It is important to recognise that FORCE. as a relatively small programme, was effective because 
for the most part it supplemented and reinforced other CVT actions. Projects appeared to include a 
high proportion of partners already committed to vocational training in general, and CVT in 
particular. Many Member States were also becoming aware of the importance of CVT during the 

·progranune's lifetime, and FORCE was able to ''multiply", give focus to, and raise awareness of 
CVT possibilities and needs. 

<tul Final evaluation of the FORCE Programme. prepared by the Evaluation Consortium The Tavistock 
Institute. Bernard Bmnhcs Consultants & Danish Tcchn0logical Institute, London, August 1996. 
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9.4. Finally, this evaluation confinns what other studies have shown: that transnational cooperation and 
joint working between project partners is a learned activity. Thus those with previous transnational 
experience worked most closely together within FORCE. Many new enterprises. training providers. 
sectoral bodies and intermediary organisations were brought into a transnational programrm; for the 
first time through the FORCE Programme. They and their networks arc likely to have become 
more effective participants in transnational cooperation as a result of the FORCE experience. 

10. CONCLUSION 

The FORCE Programme has achieved certain tangible results in relation to the investment made 
and the available resources. In particular, enterprises have featured prominently in the projects, 
genuine transnational training partnerships have been set up, a systematic policy for comparable 
information on national continuing training systems and arrangements has been devised, and a 
substantial contribution has been made to the ck:vclopment of knowledge on training practices, 
especially through the sectoral surveys and networks. This is due mainly to the fact that the 
Programme fanned part of the strategy for the development of continuing training, encompassing 
national policies and Community activities (Social Dialogue, Access, Objective 4, etc.). 

Key recommendations concerned with impt·oving the effectiveness of the Programme's 
management include: 

stepping up Conm1ission action for monitoring and evaluating transnational projects, taking 
into account the four elements of content innovation, .financial report, transnationality of the 
partnership and quality of the training product; 

developing a European capacity for research activity in the field of vocational training and 
upgrading the methodological tools for sectoral surveys; 

systematising action to disseminate training products, providing legal certainty (property rights, 
etc.), backed up by professional dissemination mechanisms (specialist fairs. networks. 
publishers, resource centres). 

Key• recommendations concerned with improving the impact of the Programme include: 

systematising the methodologies for anticipating qualifications and skills needs, making such 
tools widely available to those responsible for training within enterprises, groups of t:nterprises, 
training organis~tions, professional institutes, etc.; 

making a concerted effort with the Member States and specialist bodies to establish quality 
standards for the provision of continuing training; 

developing new occupational profiles for specialists m continuing training, with particular • 
reference to trainers and supervisors; 

carrying out a Community statistical survey on available training facilities, thereby building up 
a complete picture of the continuing training field, supplementing the comparable statistical · 
data already available in respect of individuals (Household Panel, Labour Force Survey) and 
enterprises (CVTS). 

Finally, as regards D"ecommendlaanol!ls corrn.cenned wnUn nmproviJrng the impact o1f Commll.mi~y 
actnoJrn in the continuing training field, attention should be paid in particular to establishing a more 
meaningful link between those responsible for a Community Progranunc such as FORCE and 
public officials at national and regional level with responsibility for selecting projects under the 
Structural Funds' Objective 4 and the Community Initiative ADAPT - in the context of their 
responsibilities for implementing the Community Support Frameworks and in accordance with the 
provisions governing operation of the Structural Funds. 



ANNEX 1-A: 
Key Figures on the FORCE Network 

E I p I '0 I II E I p I 0 I II E I 

!"2 39 33 84 23 89 69 181 11 

26 124 44 194 32 123 81 236 1 

15 -H 8 64 11 54 32 97 4 

34 74 34 142 49. 141 127 317 12 

44 129 29 202 68 159 149 . 376 6 

65 64 25 154 7 106 117 230 4 

i 
45 77 26 148 18 173 I ,~.J 32~ ,I 8 

15 59 9 83 29 68 58 155 10 

3 8 0 11 6 14 4 24 0 

4 40 11 55 14 98 38 150 11 

28 42 23 93 22 121 43 186 0 

53 122 20 195 54 235 84 373 6 

FORCE PROGRAMME: 
NUMBER OF PROJECT CONTRACTORS, COORDINATORS AND PARTNERS 

PER CALL AND PER COUNTRY 
' 

p I 0 I II E I p I 0 I II E I p 

80 47 138 3 53 67 123 49 261 216 526 

143 94 238 0 61 66 127 59 451 285 795 

52 16 72 2 30 47 79 32 177 103 312 

153 81 246 5 119 95 219 100 '487 337 924 

168 114 288 17 83 94 194 135 539 386 ·1060 

49 47 100 0 92 31 123 76 311 220 607 

129 125 262 14 72 62 !41'S 85 451 347 883 

77 20 107 5 47 18 70 59 251 105 415 

3 16 19 0 2 10 12 9 27 30 66 

38 29 78 0 43 44 87 29 219 122 370 

43 38 81 0 67 33 100 50 273 137 460 

204 46 256 4 91 59 . 154 117 652 209 978 



ANNEX 1-B: 
Key Figures on the FORCE Network 

FORCE Programme 
Calls 91, 92, 93A, 938 -i ~:'PI i-.J . ••••.•...••• ~•li6~1 Pi- I 9]' 1c~lrM'~l vE-iiJIT~~[T~ 
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ANNEX 1-A: KEY FIGURES ON THE FORCE .NETWORK 

Abbreviations Legend 

ORGAN/,\'A '/10N TYPE 

University Enterprise Training Partnership 

Chamber of Commerce 

Enterprise 

Large Enterprise (more than 500 workers) 

Group or Association of Companies 

Other Organisations 

Employer Organisation 

Training Organisation 

Joint Body 

Trade Union Organisation · 

Small and Medium Sized Ent~.rprisc (less than 500 workers) 

University 

Public Authorities 

Regional Consortium 

Others 
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